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STUDENTS SPEND SPRING BREAK
'ACROSS THE POND'
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SPRING BREAK

—
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Obama

looking to
reward
education
CHRISTI PARSONS
Tribune Washington Bureau
WASHINGTON — President Barack Obama on Tuesday laid out
his vision for changes to the education system, which includes
a controversial plan to hike pay
for high-performing teachers
and money for states that raise
student standards, track student
progress and
cut the drop-

Doesn't a free, week-long
trip to an island off the coast of
Venezuela sound like a dream
vacation?

out rate
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DOUBLEFISTIN' JuniorJared Maddox triesto figure out how he is going to take hisfood and drink to his table in one trip. Students now have tofind newways to carry their food without trays.

Cafe tries trayless dining
Policy cooks up mixed reviews with students
JASMINE JOHNSON
News Editor

Aggies were in for a shock as they returned Monday, Mar.
9 from spring break when they entered Williams Cafeteria
and found "tray-less dining".
Tray-less dining in the cafe was initiated by auxiliary services in order to reduce the amount of water, energy and food
consumption by students.
Dr. Godfrey Uzochukwu, the director of Waste Management Institution, presented the idea in February at a Presidential Advisory Committee ofEfficiency and Effectiveness
(P.A.C.E.).

The original idea occurred
to Dr. Uzochukwu when he
dined at the University of
South Carolina at Spartanburg.
"When I asked them where
the trays were, they told me
did not use trays," said Dr.

poll.

www.ncatregister.com

What Do You Think?

"Then when I asked why
not, they began to explain 'tray-less dining' to me."

\

Other universities that have implemented tray-less dining
include UNC-Chapel Hill, Bennett College for Women and
Methodist College. North Carolina Central University is set
to open its new cafeteria Monday, which will practice trayless dining.
"I do not like it at all," said Dominique Trent, a senior
Broadcast production major from Virginia.
"I'm the type of person that likes to do as many things as
N
possible at once."
Numbers estimate that it takes one-fourth of a gallon of
water to clean each individual tray. Auxiliary services are
hoping to continue the idea of"Aggies go green" with trayless dining.
The potential savings without trays include cutbacks on
chemicals released while cleaning the trays and enhancing
water conservation.

� See TRAYS on Page 2
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An Oceanside, N.Y., teenager is suing four former high school classmates, their parents and Facebook
for $3 million.

Jonathan McCoy shares his international Spring Break experience
with Aggieland.

Much of
Obama's
speech to a
group of Hispanic business
leaders, his
first address
on education Obama
since taking
office, focused not on detailing
federal programs but on encouraging Americans to raise standards on their own.
He called for longer school
days and school years, more
charter schools and a greater effort to recruit promising candidates to the teaching profession,
as well as a renewed commitment from parents to support
their children's education.
"It is time to prepare every
child, everywhere in America,
to out-compete any worker,
anywhere in the world," Obama
said. "It istime to give all Americans a complete and competitive education from the cradle
up through a career.
"America's entire education
system must once more be the
envy of the world, and that's
exactly what we intend to do,"

he said.

Are you for or against
the cafe dumping trays?

Uzochukwu.

� See SERVICE on Page 2

Do you think the cafeteria should
have kept the trays? Or did they do
the right thing? vote in our online
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CAMPU

MARCUS THOMPSON
Staff Writer

ONLINE
TO TRAY OR NOT
TO TRAY?
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Aggies
serve
abroad
on break
While some students enjoyed
the comfort oftheir homes and
vacationed with their families
for Spring Break, one group of
students spent their break providing community service in
another country.
Eight selected students and
two chaperones went to Trinidad and Tobago from Feb. 28 to
Mar. 7 on a community service
and ambassadors project.
The trip was sponsored by
Chancellor Stanley F. Battle and
the sophomore class, and funded by the university. The idea
was proposed by Dr. Dianne
Williams, who is a native of
Trinidad and a professor in African American Experience. Dr.
Williams had previously taken
students with her to the island
in 2006 and she presented her
class with the culture and the
experiences that her former students gained, which inspired the
group of students to participate
in this year's project.
Wayne Kimball, Jr., sophomore class president, Kendra
Gaskins, sophomore class vice
president, and Jasmine Johnson
met with Williams several times
and wrote a proposal along with
a presentation to the chancellor.
Battle later took the information and a list compiled by
the sophomore class e-board
and selected the group of eight
sophomore Honors students to
accompany Dr. Williams and
her husband. Students spoke
with animal shelter and educational representatives in Trinidad to find out what necessities
would be needed and they began
to collect supplies, The students
provided computers, school
supplies and pet care supplies
for the shelter.
The A&T representatives
also visited several schools during each day oftheirtrip such as
the Naparima School for Girls,
St. George's Academy, and the
University of Trinidad and Tobago.
During their visits to the
schools, the A&T students gave
out A&T paraphernalia, brochures, and applications and
shared their experiences at the
university to encourage the
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JuniorRicky Alexanderadjusts to the new "trayless dining" policy in Williams Cafeteria.The
new policy was implemented on Monday in hopes of making campus more environmentally

The plan echoed themes of
Obama's presidential campaign.
It also built on recent remarks
to a joint session of Congress,
in which the president set a national goalofhaving the highest
proportion of college graduates
in the world by the year 2020.
The president's plan includes
grants for states that improve
early childhood education, push
for uniform quality standards
and improve efforts to help disadvantaged children.
It also promises to invest in
innovative teacher preparation
models and to support drop-out
prevention programs withfederal money. It would also expand
a federal program that hikes the
pay for teachers based on their
performance.
As outlined in the federal

� See PLAN on Page 2
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the
LADY AGGIES
WIN AWARDS

the
THE'WIZ' HITS
PAUL ROBESON

Lady Aggies win the 2009 MEAC
Conference players of the year &

After a 19 year departure from the
campus stage, "The Wiz" returns
to A&T with a bang.

Coach of the year.
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Students spend Spring Break abroad
Cafe goes trayI ess, lets
students decide on future serving foreign communities
This week in faculty dining,
auxiliary services is using for
feedback, through surveys, from
"Students indulge or eat less faculty and staff.
Students taking the course
because they can not fit all the
food they want on the tray," said Waste Management Institution
Angela Peterson, director of 333: Waste Management Capstone were given the task of
Auxiliary Services.
"Once students get used to debating whether or not A&T
the mental aspect of not having should go tray-less. The stua tray, I think they will take to it dents were split up into groups
and debated the pros and cons
very easily."
Although the costs of water, of not utilizing trays during
energy and food consumption breakfast, lunch or dinner. After
will be reduced, auxiliary ser- the student examined both sides
the consensus was reached that
vices does not predict that trayless dining will decrease the cost A&T should go tray-less. The
of dining in Williams. Since the students were not aware that the
trays have been taken away, idea was to already be implethere has not been an abnormal mented
The trays in Williams Cafeamount of spills, or trash etc. in
teria will return Saturday March
the cafeteria.
Tray-less dining was first 14.
Next week students will be
tested the week before spring
asked to complete surveys givbreak in faculty dining. Although some faculty sent emails ing their opinions of tray-less
commending the efforts, some dining. If the majority of studid not support the idea. After dents like the idea, "tray-less
one week of no trays, faculty dining" will be effective in the
dining received its trays back. fall of 2009.

TRAYS From page 1

SERVICE From page 1
Trinidadian students to become
future Aggies.
During their free time, students got to enjoy the full cultural experience ofTrinidad.
"The country has such arich
history," said Jasmine Johnson, a sophomore print journalism major from Frankfort,
KY. "I feel like I learned more
about the country in a week
than I know about the United
States."
The student ambassadors
got to visit the house of the
first free Black slave, tour the
Port of Spain, visit the site of
the Trinidadian Declaration
of Independence, and observe
a Hindu temple, among other
historical landmarks in the
country.

They also had the opportunity to attend the Creme de la
Creme concert and Carnival,

Trinidad's version ofNew Orleans' Mardi Gras.
While touring the country,
the students visited aradio station owned by Dr. Williams'
brother, Kenny Phillips. Students were interviewed on a
live radio show about their experience in country and some
even left with internships.
"What I liked most about
the trip was just being able
to experience the culture and
spread the word about what it
means to be an Aggie," said
Shami Chimonyo, a sophomore political science major
from Fairfield, Calif.
"I feel like we recruited a
lot ofstudents and a lot ofthem
look forward to coming here in
the next year or in the next two
years. Aside from that, just
being able to travel, expand
myself mentally, socially, and
spiritually, I just thought it was
a wonderful opportunity for us
to be able to go abroad and ex-

perience a different culture."
Some students stated that
their time in Trinidad was a
mind-opening experience and
really set them apart from their
Americanized perspective of
the world.
While some students were
planning to return to Trinidad
and Tobago for internships
and the next Carnival, others
planned to come back to hear
Obama speak in April.
Dr. Williams stated that she
was gladthat the students were
able to learn about the foreign
land and engage in the cultural
experience.
"I believe that the students
have experienced the type of
life changing experience that
we had hoped they would,"
said Dr. Williams.
Williams said that with the
current economic situation it
may be difficult to fund more
trips but they intend to repeat
the project in the future.
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Softball vs. Gardner-Webb

Aggie Softball Complex
lp.m.(DH)

Battle of the Iron Mic Tryouts
Memorial Student Union
Room 214
6 p.m.

Auditions forThe Wiz

Paul Robeson
Theater Room
6 p.m.

Campaign Implementation
Workshop (Mandatory)
Merrick Hall
6 p.m.
Georgia Aggies Meeting
Hines HallAuditorium
7:30 p.m.

JamCribbean Interest Meeting
Memorial Union

Commuter Lounge
8 p.m.

inFOCU
theBLOTTER
Vehicle Accident
March 4, 8:10 a.m
Aggie Stadium

A vehicle struck the front
bumper of a parked vehicle while
backing after sliding on ice.

Estimated damage to both
vehicles is $1200. There were no

injuries reported.
Buglary

March 6, 9:23 a.m

stop on E. Market St. The suspect
was transported to the Guilford
County Jail where he received a
written promise to appear.

Women's Relationship Forum
Paul RobesonTheatre
6 p.m.

Personal Injury

March 8,,5:20 p.m
Nocho Street
A police officer reported
receiving minor injuries when she
feel from a seg way.The officer
refused medical treatment.

Baseball vs. Gardner-Webb
War Memorial Stadium
3 p.m.

»

University Farm

A male staff member reported
persons unknown had broken into
several buildings and removed
high dollar items.
Total estimated vale of property taken is $19,825. The case is
under investigation and there is a
possible suspect.

Burglary
March 8,10:25 p.m
Village Three
A male student resident
reported person(s) unknown
removed an XBOX 360 and a lap
top computer from his residence.
Estimated value of the XBOX is

Faculty Dining

$400.

6 p.m.

DWI Arrest
March 7,2:10 a.m.
East Market Street
A male non-student was arrested for DWI, during a vehicle

The victim advised he would
notify us when he received the
make/model and cost of the
laptop. There were no signs of
forced entry.

-

Obama plans to reward
education achievement
PLAN

From page 1

budget proposal he released last
month, the president also promised to raise the maximum Pell
Grant for college students and
to index it to inflation, and also
to expand the Perkins Loan Program.

Leaders of one teachers' union were heartened by
Obama's talk about education
funding.

"What he showed is that,
when he talks about policy, he's
also going to talk about putting
resources there," said Dennis
Van Roekel, president ofthe National Education Association.
Teachers' unions are generally skeptical about merit-pay
proposals, and Obama did not
speak of merit pay in chiding
Democrats who oppose the idea
of "rewarding excellence in
teaching with extra pay."
Van Roekel said he was not
threatened by the president's
words about teacher pay, because Obama didn't speak specifically about linking pay increases to student test scores.
He said he hoped that means
Obama will be open to the tack
that Education Secretary Arne
Duncan took when he led the

The A&T
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Chicago Public Schools, where
teachers received additional pay
for completing rigorous graduate training.
"When Secretary Duncan
was in Chicago, what hefocused
on was not test scores, but on
teachers who are national board
certified," said Van Roekel. "He
was right. It paid off. That isbeing paid for performance."
Former education secretary Lamar Alexander praised
Obama for focusing on teacher
pay. "Nothing is more important
or more difficult than finding
fair ways to pay the best teachers more for teaching well," said
Alexander, now a Republican
senator from Tennessee.
While the nation's largest
teachers' unions, the American
Federation ofTeachers, praised
Obama's vision, its president
also said it was too early to fully
judge it.
"As with any public policy,
the devil is in the details," union
president Randi Weingarten
said, "and it is important that
teachers' voices are heard as we
implement the president's vision."

Sigma Theta Tau Induction
Williams Cafeteria

PHOTO BY LEROY MIKELLIII • REGISTER
the
SWEET, SWEET, VICTORY! A University ofNorth Carolina-Chapel Hill Tarheel fan celebrates 79-71 victory over theDuke University Blue Devils,

Teen sues Facebook, exclassmates for $3 million
REID J.EPSTEIN
Newsday

NEW YORK — An Oceanside,
N.Y., teenager is suing four
former high school classmates,
their parents and Facebook for
$3 million for allegedly bullying her in a private forum on
the social-networking service.
Denise Finkel, who is now
a student at the University at
Albany, filed a lawsuit in State
Supreme Court in Manhattan
accusing the former classmates
ofcreating a password-protected Facebook group "calculated
to hold the plaintiff up to public
hatred, ridicule and disgrace."
The defendants, Michael
Dauber, Jeffrey Schwartz, Leah
Herz and Melinda Danowitz,

Women's Conference
Memorial Student Union
Stallings Ballroom
9 a.m.-1 p.m.

Take it to the Hoop
Moore Gym
4 p.m. 9 p.m.

-

NY/NJ E-Board Meeting
Andrew Keen, the author of Memorial Student Union
are, like Finkel, 2008 graduates ofOceanside High School. "The Cult ofthe Amateur: How Room 209
The suit claims they asserted Today's Internet is Killing Our 2 p.m.
Finkel, among other things, Culture."
Finkel's mother, Linda
participated in bestiality and
Finkel, said her daughter has
contracted AIDS.
Excerpts of the Facebook known the other teens named
group from 2007 attached as as defendants and their parents
an exhibit to the lawsuit did not for "a long time."
"It's not a pleasant situation
identify Finkel by name, but
of
for
anybody," she said.' Celebration of Womanhood
her attorney, Mark Altschul
mother, Bari Memorial Student Union
Danowitz's
said
the
derogatory
Manhattan,
Lewis, called the lawsuit Stallings Ballroom
statements referred to her.
p.m.
"She had a very difficult "completely frivolous." She 6:30
time in high school," Altschul said her daughter, who attends Open Gym
said. "They were making sure the University of Delaware, Moore Gym
that she was an unwanted soul "never wrote anything defama6 p.m. -10 p.m
tory about anybody."
there."
The number of online.defaThe other defendants' and
Facebook
did not respond to
is
increasing
mation lawsuits
rapidly and it remains unclear messages Monday.
if they are legally viafele, said

The A&T Register presents....

1st annual Presidential Debate
Monday, March 16,2009-New School of
Educaion Audiorium 9 p.m.
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Community colleges draw foreign students
PATRICIA ALEX
MCT Campus

—

HACKENSACK, NJ.
The very
name says local, but increasingly community colleges are
attracting international

students
who see the two-year schools
as a good entree to an American education.
Nationally, 86,683 international students are studying at
American community'colleges,
according to the Open Doors
2008 Report prepared by the

Institute of International Education. The number is a fraction
ofthe 624,000 foreign students
studying in the United States
but has grown substantially
up more than 22 percent over
the last decade, according to
the American Association of
Community Colleges.
Community colleges in Houston and Santa Monica, Calif.,
have the largest number of international students, more than
4,000 and 3,000 respectively.
Korea, Japan and Vietnam are
the top three countries of origin

_

for the students.
In New Jersey, Bergen Com-

munity College is at the leading
edge ofthe trend, with 678 international students at its Paramus campus.
The number represents half

the foreign nationals studying
at community colleges in the
state. Still, Bergen is hoping
to increase those numbers, and
has justhired a new director for
its international student center.
"They're a tremendous educational asset," BCC President G.
Jeremiah Ryan said of the foreign students. "Just by being in
the classroom, they provide a
counterpoint to the kids who've
grown up in Bergen County."
Ryan said the practice of enrolling international students
makes "good business sense"
because they pay the out-ofcounty tuition rate, which is
slightly more than double what
Bergen County students pay.
The international students
register after in-county students, and pay about $7,000 a
year to attend BCC, which covers the full cost of their education. They are not eligible for
any federal grants, loans or tuition assistance, Ryan said.
The rate is still a relative bargainconsidering tuition at fouryear state colleges tops $10,000
annually and private schools
can cost triple that.
John Hurtado, a student from
Venezuela, switched to BCC
from Fairleigh Dickinson University in Teaneck, N.J., where

He heard about Bergen from
his aunt who lives in Tenafly,
N.J. "She thought their language program would be better for me," said Hurtado, who
speaks five languages. "And it's
less expensive."
The international students are
undaunted by the lack ofhousing and other amenities found
at four-year schools. Most stay
with family and friends in the
area
As regions like northern New

Jersey become more diverse,
word about community colleges spread back to friends
and family in residents' home
countries.
"I found out that Bergen is
one ofthe best community col-

leges in the U.S." said Jaewoo
Chung, a Korean student who
lives with his aunt in Ridgewood, N.J.
Students who previously
came to the United States* to
attend expensive private language schools are a ripe target
for BCC and other comiriunity
colleges around the country,
experts said. The schools, like
Bergen, offer intensive English
language study.

"Friends recommended Ber-

gen for me to study English,"

said Seungwan Kwon ofKorea,
who is staying with friends in

annual tuition is $27,000.

Palisades Park. He has placed

out of language classes and is
now studying business at Ber-

Concealed weapons on
Texas lawmakers agenda

gen

The Bergen students, who
must obtain visas to study in
the United States, come from
62 countries. But Korea predominates; accounting for
roughly half ofthe international students at Bergen.
Beyond familial ties, the proximity to New York has been a
big draw for students.
Abe Abu Said of Jordan

wanted to be in the New York
metropolitan area. He chose
Bergen and lives with friends
in the City ofPassaic, N.J.
Aneta Suterska came to New
Jersey as an au pair. She returned to Poland and applied for
a visa to study at Bergen. She
lives with friends in Fairview.
Filipino Ruthie Garcia lives
withrelatives in Teaneck while
she studies nursing at Bergen.
"It's amazing how they have
found BCC," said Win Win
Kyi, an international counselor
at the school who is a native of
Myanmar. "We are really excited about the diversity that has
been knocking at our door."
She said community colleges
largely remain an "unknown
entity" outside the United
States.

ANNAM.TINSLEY
MCT Campus

—

FORT WORTH, Texas
Jason
Bowman would feel safer walk-

ing to his night classes at Tarrant County College if he had
his concealed handgun. But he
leaves it behind because state
law doesn't let him carry it on
campus.

The

23-year-old

will change soon, as state lawmakers,consider the issue.
"I applaud campus police, but
there is absolutely no way they
can be all places at all times,"
said Bowman, a paramedic and
firefighter. "Please don't make
me prove that I will stand up
and fight an armed man without
my weapon if (there is) danger.
At least give me my gun, too."
The expansion of the concealed-carry law is just one of
several firearm proposals ricocheting around the Texas Capitol, drawing firefrom gun safety
advocates
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$7.99
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"It's just like they are trying to
fix a problem that doesn't exist,"
said Marsha McCartney, president of the North Texas Brady
Campaign to Prevent Gun Violence. "That's the usual case
with gun laws."
Last week, Sen. Jeff Wentworth, R-San Antonio, and Rep.
Joe Driver, R-Garland, filed
bills to let students licensed to
carry concealed handguns take
their weapons on campus.
Jason Woods, a graduate student at the University of Texas
at Austin, opposes the bill and
wrote a resolution passed by
UT's student government that
supports the current handgun
ban at Texas colleges.
Two years ago, Woods was a
Virginia Tech student who lost
his girlfriend in the mass shooting that killed 32 people. He
thinks allowing guns on campus
will create more danger, even

_ _

Among the bills this year are
efforts to let Texans buy rifles
and shotguns in noncontiguous boost suicide rates.
"A campus is areally safe place
states; allow counties toregulate
now," said Woods, 24, who
right
noise, which could affect shooting ranges; and let employees is studying molecular biology.
"School shootings in general are
with concealed-handgun permits leave their guns in their low-probability events.
Any change that would allow
locked cars at work. '
Even as some proposals seem more guns on campus would
to be gaining support, one hot create more potential for things
to go wrong."
gun topic letting Texans openWentworth said he wants to
ly carry handguns seems to be
losing steam, as supporters fear make Texas schools safe. "I
they won't find a lawmaker to have no desire to wake up one
morning and read in the newscarry the bill.
"It's not over yet," said Mike paper that 32 Texas college
Stollenwerk, a co-founder of students were gunned down
the OpenCarry.org nationwide like sitting ducks by some deeffort.
ranged gunman, as happened at
Virginia Tech, due to a state law
measures
Other
could let hunters be charged with animal cru- that makes college kids defenseelty and have to defend their less," Wentworth said.

_

STUDENT SPHJAI
LARGE MOPPING

Benbrook

man is among those hoping that

actions in court, and even allow
"physically disabled people" to
use lasers to help them hunt,
expanding on the 2007 law that
allowed blind hunters to use la-

_

...

North Carolina A&T State University
Office of Student Financial Aid Office

rFNTFR
11111W

Starting:
Monday, January 12,2009!

Hours of operation:

-

Monday Thursday:
9:00a.m.—5:00 p.m.
Fridays:
10:00 a.m.—1:00pm

Topic development
Organization
Grammar and mechanics
Clarity, unity and much more...
General Classroom Building
Room 309A
Phone: 334-7764
Email: uwc@ncat.edu

Presents

FAFSA DAY SERIES

Let Us 3-[eCj) you CompCete
2009-2010 JAfSJA!

your

CRAIG HALL
Computer Lab ~ First Floor

rtarch 11,2009Wednesday

2:00 pm-7:00pm

/larch 24,2009Tuesday

2:00 pm - 7:00pm

lApril 4,2009 Saturday

10:00 am - 2:00pm

Lpril 21,2009Tuesday

2:00 pm-7:00pm

Come to FAFSA Day and Participate in a
$50.00 Raffle Drawing!
Bring a Copy of your Student and/or Parent
2008 Federal Tax Return
Request PIN from the Department of Education
(New or Duplicate)

Web: http://cas.ncat.edu/~sss

WWW.PEST.ED.GOV

We will not proofread or write yourpaper for you.

Complete Your FAFSA
WWW.FAFSA.ED.GOV
North Carolina A&T State University
SCHOOL CODE: 002905
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U.S. intelligence officials say Iran does not have key nuclear material
PAMELA HESS
Associated Press

-

WASHINGTON (AP)
Iran does
not yet have any highly enriched
uranium, the fuel needed to
make anuclear warhead, two top

U.S. intelligence officials told
Congress Tuesday, disputing a
claim by an Israeli official.

U-S.

National Intelligence
Dennis Blair and
Defense Intelligence Agency
Director Lt. Gen. Michael
Maples said Tuesday that Iran
has only low-enriched uranium
which would need to be
refined into highly enriched
uranium before it can fuel a
Director

—

warhead. Neither officials said
there were

indications

that

refining has occurred,

Armed Services Committee

Their comments disputed a
claim made last weekend by
Israel's top intelligence military
official, who said Iran has
crossed a technical threshold
and is now capable of producing
atomic weapons.
The claim made by Israeli Maj.
Gen. Amos Yadlin runs counter
to estimates by U.S. intelligence

highlights their ideological
The status of Iran's nuclear as violence in Iraq declined.
The use ofroadside bombs in similarities, suggesting a merger
program has 'been the subject
of conflicting public statements Afghanistan more than doubled is forthcoming, Maples said.
Al-Shabaab conducts almost
by top military and intelligence in 2008 over the previous year,
officials recently in the wake of and attacks overall increased by daily attacks in Somalia. A
U.N. revelations that Iran has 55 percent from 2007 to 2008. merger would strengthen almore low-enriched uranium Suicide bombings increased Qaida's foothold in East Africa.
than previously thought.
The two groups have long
by 21 percent and small-arms
Earlier this month, Defense attacks increased by 33 percent. been suspected of working
Sec. Robert Gates and Joint
Some of these trends reflect together, but they have not yet
Chiefs of StaffChairman Adm.. more
aggressive
military announced a formal alliance.
Mike Mullen differed over operationsin Talibanstrongholds Al-Qaida has operations in
Iran's capability. While Mullen by U.S. and other NATO forces, north Africa, Yemen and Iraq.
said Iran has sufficient fission Maples said.
Blair said National Security
Maples said the Somali Agency is poised to take a lead
material for a bomb, Gates
insisted "they're not close to a extremist group al-Shabaab is role in protecting U.S. computer
weapon at this point."
poised to formally merge with networks from cyber attacks.
The NSA — tarnished in
Maples also toldthe committee al-Qaida, expanding the terrorist
the public view by its role
that insurgent violence in franchise in East Africa.
An analysis of the propaganda in the Bush-era "warrantless
Afghanistan has gotten more

that the earliest Iran could
produce a weapon is 2010, with
some analysts saying it is more
likely that it is 2015.

Maples said the United States
and Israel are interpreting
the same facts, but arriving
at different conclusions."The
Israelis are far more concerned

about it," Maples toldthe Senate

Scientists warn offast rising sea levels
saying new data suggests that

SARAH ELDEEB
Associated Press

sea level rise could exceed 39

inches (1 meter) and is unlikely
to be less than 20 inches (50

- Top climate
scientists warned Tuesday that centimeter's).
"This means that if the
sea levels could rise twice as
much as previously projected emissions of greenhouse gases
as they presented the latest is not reduced quickly and
substantially even the bestresearch on global warming.
A 2007 report by the case scenario will hit low-lying
Intergovernmental Panel on coastal areas housing one-tenth
Climate Change predicted a sea of humans on the planet hard,"
level rise of 7 to 23 inches (18 organizers said in a statement at
to 59 centimeters) by the end of the three-day congress hosted by
the University of Copenhagen.
the century.
The melting of polar ice
But scientists meeting in
sheets
and of glaciers are two
Copenhagen dismissed those
estimates as too conservative, big factors that will affect sea
COPENHAGEN (AP)

levels, they added,
"Unless we undertake urgent

and

significant

mitigation

actions, the climate could cross
a threshold during the 21st
century committing the world
to a sea level rise of meters,"
said John Church of the Centre
for Australian Weather and
Climate Research.
The conclusions of the

conference will be presented
to politicians meeting in
Copenhagen in December to
discuss a new global agreement
on greenhouse gas emissions
to replace the Kyoto Protocol,
which expires in 2012.

Sudan U.S. Embassy urges Americans to leave
SARAH ELDEEB
Associated Press

-

KHARTOUM, Sudan (AP)
The U.S. Embassy in Sudan

Darfur, said U.N.-AU mission
spokesman Noureddine Mezni.
The ambush in western Darfur
was the first reported violence

against peacekeepers since the
authorized nonessential staff arrest warrant was issued March
and family to leave the country, 4.
Also Tuesday, Sudan's State
saying Tuesday that protests
against the international court's Minister for Humanitarian
indictment against the Sudanese Affairs Ahmed Haroun said it
president increased the danger was "premature" to talk about
of anti-Western violence.
any gaps left by the expelled
The Sudanese government aid groups. The comments from
expelled aid groups from Haroun, who was also indicted
Darfur and has accused by the court on war crimes in
them of cooperating with the Darfur in 2007, come a day after
International Criminal Court, the U.N. said it would try to fill
which the Sudanese president life-threatening gaps but its
has described as a new form of agencies and otherorganizations
don't have the resources to fully
colonialism.
The embassy also said it has replace them.
received information onterrorist
Many countries in Africa and
threats aimed at American and the Middle Eastrallied to Sudan's
European interests in Sudan. The side and criticized the timing
embassy gave no details, but it
has posted similar messages in

of the arrest warrant. Qatar's
prime minister said Tuesday
the Sudanese president would
be invited to an Arab summit
later this month. On Monday,
the chairman of the African
Union Commission said the
arrest warrant jeopardizes
peace efforts in Darfur.
In the Netherlands, the ICC's
outgoing president Tuesday

rejected criticism ofthe timing
of the arrest warrant, saying
that the court cannot take
political issues into account
when prosecuting perpetrators
of war crimes.

'

Philippe Kirsch declined
speculate on the next step

to

in the case but said the U.N.
Security Council would likely
have to get involved if the
warrant is not executed.

recent years.

The United States and the U.N.
have sharply criticized Sudan's
decision to expel 13 ofthe largest
Darfur aid groups in response
to last week's indictment by
the ICC against the Sudanese
president on war crimes in the
war-ravaged western region.
President

Omar

al-Bashir

has rejected the charges, and
has threatened to throw out
diplomats and peacekeepers.
Many fear the court's decision
could spark more violence in
Darfur.
"Recent protests have featured
sharp anti-Western rhetoric.
There is a continuing possibility

that ongoing protests may
encourage violent action against
Europeans and Americans," a
message posted on the embassy's

Web site said.
The embassy message said

nonessential personnel and
family members could leave
Sudan if they want to, and
warned Americans to avoid
traveling to Africa's largest
country.

The Netherlands-based court
accuses al-Bashir of leading
a counterinsurgency against
Darfur rebels that involved
rapes, killings and other
atrocities against civilians. Up
to 300,000 people have died
and 2.7 million driven from
their homes in the conflict since
2003, according to the U.N.
A Sudanese newspaper with
close ties to the government
published a statement Tuesday
from several hard-line Islamist
groups and Arab militia in
Darfur, sanctioning attacks
against the court prosecutor and
Darfur rebel leaders.
U.N.-African
A
Union
remained
peacekeeper
in

serious condition Tuesday after
half a dozen gunmen opened
fire on a group of soldiers in
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ferocious in the last year even

released by both groups recently

wiretapping" program — now
conducts clandestine computer
attacks on U.S. adversaries, and
could use those skills to protect
U.S. networks from similar

attacks.
He said it must be done under
strict oversight to make sure itis

gathering private American
information that violates privacy
not

and civil liberties laws.
Blair also stood firm behind

.

former
U.S.
Ambassador
Charles Freeman, his pick for a
top analysis job, despite strong
congressional criticism.
Freeman, who was U.S.
ambassador to Saudi Arabia
during the Persian Gulf war,
had harshly criticized the Israeli
government.
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Stocks higher on Citigroup's profit news
SARA LEPRO
Associated Press

—

Wall Street
NEW YORK (AP)
got some good news from Citigroup, and responded with a

huge rally.
Led by financial stocks, the
market made its first big move

upward in weeks Tuesday after
Citigroup Inc. said it had operated at a profit during the first
two months of the year. All the
major indexes soared more than
4 percent, and the Dow Jones
industrials at times shot up more
than 300 points.
Still, while word of Citi's

it recorded net income for a full
period. Based on historical revenue and expense rates, Citi's

projected earnings before taxes

and one-time charges would be
about $8.3 billion for the full
quarter.
Pandit declined to say how
large credit losses and other
one-time items have been that
would at least partially offset,
profit.
Citi shares jumped more
than 30 percent while Bank of
America Corp. rose more than
25 percent; both are Dow conrponents and helped propel the

average higher. Other banking
stocks also rose sharply.
performance at least temporarFinancial stocks have been
ily broke a months-long torrent
of bad news from the banking a primary driver in a market
industry, analysts weren't ready collapse that has left the major
to say the stock market was at a indexes at their lowest point
turning pointand about to barrel in more than a decade. Every
higher.
report of loan losses and asset
"To have a sustained rally, write-downs have sent banking
we have to have a shift in senstocks to incredible lows — Citi
timent," said Kurt Karl, chief fell below $1 a share last week.
U.S. economist at Swiss Re. And fears that hundreds of bil"One day isn't going to make a lions of dollars in government
trend.
bailouts wouldn't be enough to
But the Citigroup news ofsave the big banks exacerbated
fered investors some hope that the fears on the Street.
the first quarter will show some
But Ben Halliburton,' chief
signs of improvement.
investment officer of Tradition
In ■ a letter to employees Capital Management warned
Monday, Citi Chief Executive that the advance was likely just
Vikram Pandit said the perfor- another bear market rally.
mance so far this year has been
A bear market is defined as a
the bank's best since the third drop of 20 percent from a marquarter of 2007 — the last time ket peak — and stocks passed

Lowe's to shut N.C. distribution hub

—

M00RESVILLE, N.C. (AP)
Lowe's Cos. Inc. says it's
shutting a lighting and ceiling
fan distribution center in North
Carolina at the end of the year
and laying off the warehouse's
82 employees.
A spokeswoman , for the
Mooresville-based home important chain said Tuesday
that Lowe's is closing the facility because the company's

regional distribution centers
are better able to ship light-

ing fixtures and ceiling fans to

the country.
Employees at the warehouse in Stokesdale, about 14
miles northwest of Greensboro, were notified of the clostores across

sure earlier this month.

that point last year and continued to plunge, leaving the Dow
and S&P 500 at less than half

GE has a big financial
services division, so it tends to
the record highs they reached move with banking stocks.
The Standard & Poor's 500
in October 2007. A bear market rally is an advance that lifts index rose 34.59, or 5.1 percent,
stocks off their lows, but that to 711.12, while the Nasdaq
quickly evaporates as pessi- composite rose 73.02, or 5.8
mism remains in the market.
percent, to 1,341.66.
"I would be surprised to see
The Russell 2000 index of
us trade back over 800 in the smaller companies rose 19.86,
near term," Halliburton said, reor 5.8 percent, to 363.12.
ferring to the Standard & Poor's
Advancing issues outnum500 index. "The news coming bered decliners by 15 to 1 on
out on the economic front will the New York Stock Exchange,
continue to be rather gloomy."
where volume came to 1.07 bilAnalysts suggested that lion shares.
the market's gains, especially
Jon Merriman, chief examong financial stocks, could ecutive of brokerage Merriman
also be attributed to short coverCurhan Ford in San Francisco,
ing, an investment strategy that said the comments from Citi's
tends to drive rallies in volatile Pandit are an indication that the
markets. Short-sellers are tradbank is lending.
ers who sell borrowed stock
"Maybe Citibank is not goand then buy itback later on the ing to zero, that means it's gohopes that the price will fall. If ing to lend again and then the
they believe a stock will be goeconomy will turn," he said.
ing up, they have to "cover" "People today in the stock martheir positions, or buy shares to ket are connecting those dots.
And the market is up broadly,
repay the loan.
Reports surfaced Tuesday it's not just the banks."
that federal regulators are conInvestors were further ensidering a proposal to reinstate couraged by Federal Reserve
the uptick rule, which backers Chairman Ben Bernanke who
say helps protect companies called for a revamp of the counfrom excessive shorting.
try's financial regulatory system.
In midafternoon trading, the Speaking before the Council of
Dow jumped 289.36, or 4.4 per- Foreign Relations, Bernanke
cent, to 6,836.41. Dow stocks said "too big to fail" companies
with the biggest gains included must be subject to more rigorGeneral Electric Co., which ous supervision to prevent them

from taking on excessive risk.
Bernanke's remarks come as
the Obama administration and
Congress begin to devise their
overhaul strategies.
Citigroup's

announcement

proved to be the dose of good
news Wall Street had been waiting for to spark a bounce, but
there was still plenty of pessimism in the market.
"There's nothing that anybody can do to turn the market

percent, to $1.40, while Bank
of America jumped 98 cents,
or 26.1 percent, to 98 cents.
JPMorgan Chase & Co. rose
$3.14, or 20 percent, to $3.14.
Big gainers included tech

and industrial stocks. Caterpillar Inc. rose $2.23, or 9.3 percent, to $26.15. Among tech
stocks, Intel Corp. rose 99 cents,
or 7.9 percent, to $13.54. Cisco
Systems Inc. rose $1.05, or 7.7
percent, to $14.67.

around," said Harry Rady, chief

executive of Rady Asset Management. "This is just a little

bear-market blip."
Halliburton was hesitant to
put much stock in Citigroup's
announcement for fear ofrising
loan losses that could eat away
at the operating profit. As long
as housing prices are declining
and loan defaults are increasing,
"they are going to have to take
asset write-downs," he said. "I
don't think this is a game changer."

Government officials have
been examining additional ways
to stabilize the bank should further problems arise, according
to a report in The Wall Street
Journal Tuesday citing people
familiar with the matter. Late
last month, in its third attempt
to rescue the bank from collapse, the Treasury Department
moved to take up to a 36 percent
stake in Citi.
Citi surged 35 cents, or 33

Bond prices were mixed. The

yield on the benchmark 10-year
Treasury note, which moves opposite its price, jumped to 2.97
percent from 2.88 percent late
Monday. The yield on the threemonth T-bill, considered one of
the safest investments, was unchanged from late Monday at
0.23 percent.
The dollar was mixed against
other major currencies, while
gold prices sank.

Light, sweet crude for April
delivery fell 22 cents to $46.85
a barrel on the New York Mercantile Exchange.
Buoyed by the gains in the
U.S., European markets soared.

Britain's FTSE 100 rose 4.8
percent, Germany's DAX index
jumped 5.3 percent, and France's
CAC-40 gained 5.6 percent.
Earlier Tuesday, Hong Kong's
Hang Seng index jumped 3.1
percent, while Japan's Nikkei
stock average slipped 0.4 percent.

Obama backs teacher merit pay
PHILLIP ELLIOTT
Associated Press

—

Lowe's shares climbed 87
cents, or 6.3 percent, to $14.55
in midday trading Tuesday
amid a broader market rally.

WASHINGTON (AP)
President
Barack Obama embraced merit
pay for teachers Tuesday in
spelling out a vision of education that will almost certainly
alienate union backers.

The Associated Press

A strategy that ties teacher
pay to student performance

Business writers wanted.
Meetings are Wednesdays at 5:30, NCB 328
We'll train you.

jumped $1.44, or 19.4 percent,

to $8.85.

ing with extra pay, even though
we know it can make a difference in the classroom," he said,
delivering the first major educa-

tion speech of his presidency.
"Too many in the Republican

Party have opposed new investments in early education, de-

spite compelling evidence of its
importance."
But he argued that a far-

Randi Weingarten, president of the 1.4 million-member
American Federation of Teachers, said the union would "embrace the goals and aspirations
outlined today by President
Obama."
"Teachers want to make a

difference in kids' lives, and

they appreciate a president who
shares that goal and will spend

his political capital to provide
has for years been anathema reaching overhaul of the nathe resources to make it hapto teachers' unions, a powerful tidn's education system is an
force in the Democratic Party. economic imperative that can't pen," she said.
The ideas the president proThese unions also are wary of wait, despite the urgency ofthe
charter sphools, nontraditional financial crisis and other pressmoted were nearly all elements
of his campaign platform last
educational systems that they ing issues.
"Despite resources that are year.
believe compete with traditional
He only barely mentioned
unmatched anywhere in the
schools for tax dollars.
Obama, however, also spoke world, we have let our grades the reauthorization of the Bushfavorably of charter schools, slip, our schools crumble, our era No Child Left Behind Act,
saying that where they work, teacher quality fall short, .and which introduced sweeping
other nations outpace us," reforms that schools are strugthey should be encouraged.
He did acknowledge in his Obama said. "The relative degling to meet without the fundspeech to the U.S. Hispanic cline of American education ing to match. Obama said his
Chamber of Commerce that is untenable for our economy, administration would "later this
year" ensure that schools get
his proposals could meet heavy unsustainable for our democresistance in both political par- racy, and unacceptable for our the funding they need and that
children. We cannot afford to let the money is conditioned on reties.
"Too many supporters of my it continue. What is at stake is sults.
Among the principles Obama
party have resisted the idea of nothing less than the American
laid out were:
rewarding excellence in teach- dream."

� Challenging states to
adopt world-class standards
rather than a specific standard.
Obama's economic stimulus
plan includes a $5 billion incentive fund to reward states
for, among other things, boosting the quality of standards and
state tests, and the president
said the Education Department
would create a fund to invest in

innovation

� Improved pre-kindergar-

programs, including $5 billion in the stimulus plan to grow
Head Start, expand child care
access and do more for children
ten

with special needs.

� Reducing student dropout

rates.

� Repeating his call for everyone to commit to at least one
year or more of higher education or career training.
Obama also spoke about
what he described his policy
toward teachers, what he called
an 'unprecedented commitment
to ensure that anyone entrusted
with educating our children is
doing the job as well as it can
be done."

Scientists cheer stem cell reversal
MARCUS W0HLSEN
Associated Press

—

ScienSAN FRANCISCO (AP)
tists are cheering President Barack Obama's lifting of federal
funding restrictions on embryonic stem cell research, hopeful
the move will open the financial
floodgates to speed new treatments.

"It's wonderful. We are elated," said Jan Nolta, who directs
the stem cell research program

�

*

at the University

ofCalifornia at

Davis. "Now that we can use the
federal funds, it will just go so
much more quickly."
Directors of university programs in stem cell research said
that money would mean more
jobs at labs, especially for students just starting their careers.
Researchers and biotech entrepreneurs also expect more
work.
In 2001, President George

W. Bush limited federal money
for human embryonic stem cell
research to 21 pre-existing stem
cell lines, or families of cells derived from individual embryos.
Under those rules, scientists
had to ensure that federal funds
were not used to buy even the
plastic pens used to write down

observations from experiments
on unapproved cells, Nolta
said.

// It's a green light that

will go a long way in
my experience to people
committing capital."
MICHAEL WEST
CHIEF EXECUTIVE, BIOTIME INC.
Obama's executive order
now allows federally funded
researchers to use hundreds of
new embryonic stem cell lines.
The reversal means some of the
$10 billion for health care research in the president's stimulus package likely would go to
stem cells.

Researchers at UC Davis
planned to acquire four new
stem cell lines as soon as the
National Institutes of Health
finalizes its updated guidelines,
Nolta said. They plan to use the
stem cells to seek treatments for
Parkinson's disease, Huntington's disease and liver damage.
Though most federal grants
go to academic researchers, biotech industry backers said the
rule changes also could mean a
windfall for private companies.

Michael West, chief executive of BioTime Inc., said he expected to see increased demand
for the hundreds of stem cell
lines sold by his Alameda-based
company.

More important to the industry, West said, private investors

will be less afraid of putting
their money into stem cell startups. Venture capitalists and big
pharmaceutical companies in
the past have been skittish about
investing in stem cell companies
out of fear that federal regulations could tighten even further,
he said
"It's a green light that will
go a long way in my experience
to

people committing capital,"
West said. "Not knowing the
future was really a major risk
factor."

To bypass the Bush-era restrictions, several states had created their own initiatives to fund
stem cell research.

Massachusetts state pledged
$1 billion to fund life sciences
research, including stem cells.
New York lawmakers approved
$600 million for stem cells in
2007, and Gov. David Paterson on Monday announced the
awarding of more than $100
million in new stem cell research grants.
California has led the country in research funding since
voters pledged $3 billion in response to the Bush administration limits. The agency created
by state ballot initiative in 2004
has given out more than $600
million in grants and is funding

the construction of 12 research
centers across the state.

States are hoping the investments they've already

made
will put them in a better position to attract federal money.
State leaders are looking to the
increased infusions of cash to
yield not just new discoveries but new businesses selling
blockbuster stem cell drugs.
"I think over the next five
to 10 years, the revolution will
have happened in stem cell
therapeutics," Alan Trounson,
president of California's stem
cell agency.
While the dollar amounts
may seem high, earlier biotechnology innovations show the returns can be even higher. Take
the example the gene-splicing
technique known as recombinant DNA.

Controversy swirled around

the technique when it was developed in the 1970s. Senators
grilled scientists in heated hear-

ings, and critics warned that
arrogant researchers "playing
God" would release out-of-control genetically modified organisms into the environment.
Today, recombinant DNA is
one of the basic tools used to
create biotech

drugs.
"People will probably forget
these debates ever happened,"

West said.
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The Universal Human Connection

ten days in London,
England and Venice, Italy. London was much
tian hostel watching
more diverse than what
the passersby. Fathers
I anticipated. You can
played with their chilfind every nationality
dren, couples young
and ethnicity in metroand old exchanged
politan London, which
romantic pleasantries,
makes the city exand children amused
tremely colorful. The
the
themselves in
JONATHAN
food was amazing—
streets. Even though 1
McCOY
well, not the traditional
was in a country almosl
London foods. Libby
five thousand miles
away from the United States Hill easily beats any London fish
with a different language and a 'n chips (fish and French fries)
different society, I felt at home. spot. There was global variety
in cuisine. I enjoyed everything
Looking at the interactions between the citizens and experifrom Lebanese to Mexican to
encing the unique dynamic oi Chinese to Japanese to Italian!
London also has a great sense of
the country, I could not distindiffertradition to it. Even with all of
fundamental
any
guish!
ences between the home I was the modern shopping markets,
accustomed to and the foreign entertainment districts, and a
transit system that rivals New
country in which I found myYork's, I enjoyed myself the
self.
Life, liberty, and the pursuit of most when I got the opportunity
happiness—those three things to take part in that tradition. I
comprise the universal fabric saw the changing ofthe guard at
that holds all human beings to- Buckingham Palace, toured the
gether. It is amazing to see how British Museum, and visited Big
similar people really are when Ben, Parliament, Tower Palace,
you strip away differences in and the London Bridge.
Venice was a quiet, romantic
physical appearance, dialect,
and cultural custom. Regardcity. It was built entirely on waless of ethnicity or nationality, ter, so just imagine our roads,
taxis, and buses replaced by caeveryone holds those three ideals in high regard. Studying and nals and water taxis. Taking a
traveling abroad gives you the ride on the gondolas gave me a
opportunity to discoverthe intri- chance to see the country from a
cacies and generalities ofhuman unique perspective. There is a
nature and behavior. However,
great deal of cultural pride here
as
to
well because the history of
enjoy
also
the
chance
get
you
the uniqueness of a completely the city is maintained in original buildings which have been
different culture.
My spring break consisted ofa preserved as museums. As an
ten day trip to Western Europe.
influential region in the Italian
art is extremely
friends,
Renaissance,
with
three
spent
I, along

I stood out on the
balcony of my Vene-

important in chronicling the
progression of the city. I marveled as I learned about the development of the city from the
early centuries. It was also relaxing to order a nice bottle of
wine each night to compliment
the delicious Italian food.
What really made the trip so
fun were the personal interactions that I had while I was
abroad. Everyone has innate assumptions that they make about
a certain nationality, ethnicity,
or demographic of people that
are influenced by a variety of
things. Personal interaction allows those stereotypes to be broken and accurate perceptions to
form. Whenever my friends and
I got the opportunity to sit down
and talk to a local from one of
the cities that we travelled to we
tried to get a better understanding oftheir cultural differences
and customs and their perceptions ofAmericans.
Generally we found the differences to be quite intriguing,
especially the differences in
British and American dialect. It
was hilarious to hear our British friends pronounce American
slang terms, and vice versa. I
came to appreciate the fact that
respect is key at the end of the
day. If you are open to learning new things and experiencing new people and situations
you will be able to connect with
anyone regardless of nationality.
Next year, think about adding
some international flair to your
spring break plans. I can promise that you will not be disappointed.

Why my'Pride'ain't dead
it three times and then
after a few more moments of conversation
we hung up, but his
words still lingered in
description
into their
my head.
and synopsis of why
Of course I had heard
this generation of NC
the phrase over a milA&T students have
lion times since I've
lost the oh so coveted
been here, but this time
sense ofrespect, honor MARCUS
it took a differentmeanand homage for our
BASS
ing. This time it seemed
alma mater.
if the words began to
this
as
After giving
topic some thought I began to wrap around in my mind what it
believe myself that Aggie Pride means to have "Aggie Pride".
was dead until I was snapped
We can never say that someback into reality one day last thing has died until it is comsemester.
pletely extinguished. When a
I received a phone call from person dies there is a complete
an alumnus of A&T about a shut down of all bodily funcweek after homecoming. They tions, when a plant dies it shrivwere outraged as to why anyone els up and losses root.
When I walk around campus
would claim death on a phrase
to
don't see dead people (no pun
I
so
much
them
that has meant
intended) but what I do see is a
and their classmates.
I attempted to explain to the different campus than in years
Alumnus that the meaning was past.
No, there aren't any more
only figurative and that it was
related to the overall feeling of "Panty Raids," or people sellcampus life. I was cut short in ing fish and chicken sandwiches
the middle of my explanation out of their front window, but
by these words. "Aggie Born, there are still packed games and
Aggie Bred, and when I die, I'll the sounds of the band marchbe Aggie Dead." They repeated ing through the yard. The old
Over and over again I
have heard people say
"Aggie Pride is Dead"
and even go lengths

Scott Hall may have been demolished, but in its place stands
the Village named after some of

the most famous alumni to ever
grace the halls of old Scott.
Things are supposed to change,
nothing stays the same. If we
continue to compare ourselves
to the past then what is the point

ofchange?
There is a great deal to learn
from our history and itis always
important to remember where

you came from, but Aggies
don't live in the past, they make

the future.
We make it by discovering the

Hypo-allergenic peanut, by designing sensors that help detect
weak spots in highway bridges;
we make it by being the biggest
source of community service in
the Triad area.
We make it by supporting our
queen as she becomes the Na-

tional Queen of all Historically
Black Colleges and Universities.

So let this be the last of the
phrase "Aggie Pride is Dead".
The next time you hear a person
say that let them know that their
Pride may be gone but Aggie
Pride is still alive.

PHOTO CONTRIBUTED BY JONAHTAN MCCOY

THE LONDON EYE overlooking the Thames River is the most popular touristattraction in the United Kingdom with over 3 million visitors annually.

Americans can learn from 'Trims'
instruments you can
When I prepared to
travel to Trinidad and
think of, however they
hand-made them from
Tobago I didn't quite
the surrounding forknow what to look
est. He told us people
forward to." What I
all over have lost their
did not expect to enorganic connection to
counter was a culture
the world.
so rich in history and
That statement really
people who are permade me think and I
fectly content to live JASMINE
realized that is exactly
their own "Trini"
JOHNSON what happened to the
lives.
U.S. People are so fo■ Too many of us walk
around in the United States in a cused on making money that
narrow-mind state and do not we have forgotten our natural
even realize it. We are brought instincts, which we were origiup to believe everything that nally provided.
A Trinidadian invented the
is great occurs in the; U.S. or
comes from an American. This only instrument made in the
is simply not true. There are 20th century- the steel pan.
Trini people take more pride
other countries, including Trinidad and Tobago, whose people in that steel pan than most African-Americans do in Black
are living amazing lives.
The mindset Trinis carry History month, or inventions
by others blacks. This is part of
towards Americans, or 'Yankees' as we were called a few the history and culture we are
times, is that they do use some missing out on.
I do realize that we were getof our products, but that does
not necessarily mean they have ting an official tour and with
the same values, ideas or even that comes some history. But
it struck me ironic that during
want to be like us. They are
more than content with their that short week, I learned more
about that theirprevious Prime
own religions, foods, etc.
We listened to a man and Ministers than I know about
his two sons play all the jazz the past U.S. Presidents. I ex-

perienced more of their history
than I ever have in the U.S.
Part of the reason behind that, I
believe, is because in Trinidad
the people have general well
wishes for their fellow Trinis,
whereas many American people are solely worried about
themselves.

My objective in writing this
is not to say one country is better than the other, but to make
any comparisons between the
two. I was guilty of thinking in
an "American" mindset too.
But when I was in another
country, experiencing the culture from the outside looking

in, I could not help but to see
how the life I have been used
to living is the polar opposite
from Trini's and the same as
well.

This trip helped me realize that when visiting another
country and learning about
other cultures, in order to fully
appreciate it for what it is and
isn't, it is compulsory to take
off the American hat. To stop
comparing how others live
to the way people in America
think. Different places mean
different people, mindsets and
values
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Aggie Men earn fourth seed
in conference tournament

AGGIES
RUNDOWN
SOFTBALL
NORTHERN DIVISION

TEAM

MEAC

Morgan State
Coppin State
Delaware State
Hampton

Howard
UMES
SOUTHERN DIVISION
MEAC

TEAM

Norfolk State
North Carolina A&T
Bethune-Cookman
Florida A&M
South Carolina State

0-0
0-0
0^2

OVR.

2-0
8-8
8-9
0-0
0-8

THIS WEEK'S GAME:
Wednesday
vs. Gardner-Webb
Aggie Softball Complex

1 p.m.

BRITTANIETAYLOR-JAMES was named the MEAC player ofthe yearafter leading theLady Aggies to theirsecond consecuitve regular season title,

-

March 13 (Friday Sunday)
Winthrop Invitational
Rock Hill, S.C.

BASEBALL
Delaware State
Norfolk State
Florida A&M
Bethune-Cokman
UMES
Coppin State
North Carolina A&T

0-0

4-1-1

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

4-5
3-4
2-6
0-4
5-4

THIS WEEK'S GAMES:
Thursday
Gardner-Webb
War Memorial

3 p.m.

Saturday (Doubleheader) & Sunday

vs. N.C. Central

Saturday: 1 p.m. @ War Memorial
Sunday: p.m. @ Durham. NC
Monday
vs. Georgia Southern

War Memorial
1 p.m.
Tuesday
vs. S.E. Missouri State
Aggie Softball Complex

2 p.m.

Lady Aggies snag awards
before MEAC tournament
DANIEL HENDERSON
Sports Editor

The 2009 season has been a
dominant individual and team
effort for A&T women's basketball.
The success includes another
conference championship for
the second consecutive year,
a tournament championship,
two first team all-MEAC performers with one being named
the player of the year, and a
coach ofthe year.
But with all the accolade of
the best season in A&T women's sports history, for some
of the Lady Aggies, a tournament championship is the
most important.
"It's been an exciting sea-

NEWS & NOTES
FOOTBALL The Aggie football team
signed recruit Larry Raper, an athlete from
Shelby, N.C. Raper is ranked by ESPN as
the No. 52 athlete in the country, while
rivals.com rated him the 77th player in
America. His commitment brings the Aggies 2009 signing count to 26.
SOFTBALL The Lady Aggies suffered
three consecutive losses at the Charleston
Southern Softball Invitational Monday,
dropping their record to 8-8 on the season
BASEBALL The Aggie baseball team split
a doubleheader with Longwood Sunday.
Macklin led the way batting .571 with 4
runs.

AROUND

SPORTS

NBA INJURY
Portland, Ore. —Trail Blazers
rookie Rudy Fernandez spent
the night in the hospital with
a bruised chest and injured
right hip after a hard foul
by the Lakers'Trevor Ariza
that led to a brief skirmish
between the teams.
The swingman was expected
to be released from the
hospital Tuesday afternoon.
He was listed as doubtful for
Portland's game against Dallas on Wednesday night.

QUARTERBACK RESIGNS

SAN FRANCISCO,Ca.—NFL Quarterback Alex Smith easily

could have started over with
another team. Instead, he's
determined to finish what he
started in San Francisco.
The former No. 1 pick is
staying with the 49ers
after agreeing Tuesday to a
restructured contract sharply
reducing his base salary.
Smith was due to make
nearly $10 million in the
upcoming season under the
deal he signed in 2005.
The 49ers now have Smith
under contract for the next
two years at a salary more
commensurate with his four
up-and-down years with the
club.
NASCAR

—

CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP)
The
crew member who chased a
tire across pit road, forcing
NASCAR to throw a racechanging caution at Atlanta
Motor Speedway, was suspended four races on Tuesday.

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

son," said senior Brittanie
Taylor-James, who was named
conference player of the year
for the first time Monday at
the conference awards banquet. "I would love to make it
complete by winning a championship this week."
Taylor-James is just one of
three graduating seniors who
will compete for the MEAC

championship
for the first time in over a decade.
For the second consecutive
season, she was named to the
conference's first team along
with 3-time all-MEAC senior
performer Amber Bland, who
both combined for 36 oftheir
teams 76 points per game.
Taylor-James' 19.5 point per
game is seven more than her
scoring average last season.
MEAC coach ofthe year Patricia Cage-Bibbs believes her
award is a tribute to her dedication to off-season training
this past year.
"Brittanie is going to be Brittanie," said Bibbs.
"You grow to appreciate
that. "But I'll tell you one
thing, Brittanie is one of the
hardest working players I've
ever coached. She came into
the off-season wanting to get
better and that's exactly what
she did."
Bibbs also received her second consecutive honor as the
league's best coach, and did
not expect to the get the award
after her girls regular- season
champions were predicted to
tournament

Vick's Georgia mansion
goes on auction block
PAUL NEWBERRY
Associated Press

BUF0RD, Ga. (AP) — Anyone in
the market for an eight-bedroom, 11-bath home owned
by one of the most notorious
quarterbacks inNFL history?
Well, it's still available
Michael Vick's gated-community home in suburban
Atlanta went up for auction
Tuesday with a minimum
price of $3.2 million — a halfmillion dollars less than Vick
paid before he moved into the
luxurious dwelling in 2005.
But no one showed with
the qualifying payment of
$160,000, which was required
just to start the bidding.
Apair ofreal estate agents attended the scheduled auction,
held behind closed doors at a
lawyer's office amid a sprawl
of strip malls, hotels and office buildings surrounding the
Mall ofGeorgia.
But they were merely interested parties, not bidders.
"It is the economy that is hitting the price of the houses,"
said Narender Reddy, president of Sterling Realty Services and affiliated with Metro
Brokers GMAC.
Vick's lakefront home in Sugarloaf Country Club is being
sold as part of his bankruptcy
case, with the goal of paying
off a portion of his massive
debts.
He lived in the home for only
two years, installing a custommade bar, workout room and
an indoor golf simulator, before moving back to Virginia
to deal with his dogfighting
case.

Attorneys and real estate
agents waited privately for a
possible buyer to show, then
called off the auction in less
than an hour when it became

apparent no one was interested.
Ross Reeves, an attorney
for Vick's unsecured creditors, said he was disappointed
but wasn't expecting the sale
to take a big chunk out ofthe
money owed to his clients.
The company handling the
listing, Funari Realty, said in a
statement that it could not discuss sale details because negotiations were ongoing.
Meanwhile, federal authorities in Virginia filed court
papers Tuesday objecting to
a plan to bring Vick from the
federal penitentiary at Leavenworth, Kan., to testify at
a bankruptcy hearing in his
hometown ofNorfolk.
U.S. Bankruptcy JudgeFrank
Santoro said last month that
Vick must testify in person at
an April 2 hearing, even if the
suspended NFL star's attorneys have to get a court order
to make it happen.
The judge said he would reject Vick's bankruptcy plan if
he fails to appear.
But the federal prosecutor's
office in Alexandria, Va., said
Vick's testimony could be
"accomplished by alternative
means" and argued that the
transfer would raise all sorts
of logistical and security concerns.

Reddy said he represents a
client who offered $3.2 million a couple of months ago,
but withdrew it when told the
home was going up for auction.
He's not sure if his prospective
buyer would still be willing to
pay that price after no one else
was offered as much Tuesday.
While still furnished, the
three-story home has largely
been stripped of anything that
would remind a prospective
buyer ofthe NFL player.

ROBERT JOHNSON and the Aggies hope to advance past the first round in MEAC competition,

LAUREN MORGAN
Register Reporter

finish first in the preseason
polls.

For her career she has racked
up 10 total coach ofthe year
awards, and 12regular season
titles in 24 years.
She is 74-46 in as the Lady
Aggies head coach.
"There was no way I thought
I was going to win it this
year," said Bibbs, who led the
Aggies to their second straight
MEAC regular-season crown
with a 23-6 overall record
and 15-1 mark in the MEAC.
" It is rare that you when the
award two years in a row and
it is even more of a rarity to
win it after your team was
picked to win the conference
in the preseason."
Bibbs is hoping to earn her

tenth tournament championshipthis weekend in WinstonSalem.

The top-seeded Lady Aggies will compete against the
play-in winner ofHoward and
Bethune-Cookman.
"The individual awards are
nice, but we came to Winston
this week to win a championship as a team," said Bibbs.

North Carolina A&T loses
Norfolk State at Echols
Hall on Thursday placing
both teams in a four-waybattle for third place in the
to

MEAC.

The 74-61 loss placed the
Aggies and Norfolk State's
Spartans in a four-way-tie
with with Bethune-Cookman, Norfolk State and Coppin State.
"It's anyone's tournament
next week," said N.C. A&T
head coach Jerry Eaves.
"The conference has been
competitive from top to bottom all season long.
We are still in a situation
where we need to win three
games to win the tournament, and that is what we
plan on doing. We just have
to get back into the gym and
correct some things."
In Thursday's loss Marc
Hill and Nick Wilson led
the Aggies with 11 points.
Hill also added six assists.
Michael Deloach had 23 for
the Spartans, and Corey Ly-

ons added with 20. Norfolk
States' Deloach is the leading scorer for the MEAC.
The Spartans with the win
against A&T secured the 3rd
place spot.
The Aggies who were predicted to finish the season
eighth finished with the No.
4 spot. They will face the
defending MEAC Tournament champion Coppin State
Thursday night at 8 at the
Lawrence Joel Coliseum in
Winston-Salem.
January 12th was the last

time the Aggies saw actions
against Coppin State. A&T
lost on the road 61-48.
In January the Coppin State
Eagles held the Aggies to
shooting only 25.4 percent
for the game.
Ed Jones was the Aggie
scoring leader with 12 points
and Dwane Joshua added
10. The Eagles were led by
Harper with 15.

"I thought we had an excellent season," said Eaves, who
finished tied for third after
being picked to finish eighth.
"But we have to find a way to
put two halves together.

OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR
ATTENTION GRADUATING SENIORS!
NORTH CAROLINA A&T STATE UNIVERSITY SPRING

COMMENCEMENT

SATURDAY, MAY 9, 2009 AT 8:00 A.M.

GREENSBORO COEISEUM

www

ME NTS/
8. PDF

SPRI

TO EN-

MEET

TION

ACAD

ACCESS YOUR ONEINE AGGIE STUDENT ACCOUNT TO
ENSURE FINANCIAL; CLEARANCE.

ACADEMIC REGAI4A
ATTEND THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE GRADFEST TO
ORDER CAP AND GOWN
MARCH 23RD THROUGH MARCH 26TH, 2009
VlSlTWWW.JOSTENS.COM WEBSITE TO
ORDER CAP AND GOWN

MARCH2TTH THROUGH APRH, 30TH, 2009
MANDATORY COMMENCEMENT REHEARSAE
FRIDAY, MAY 8, 2009 AT 10:00 AM.

CORBETT SPORTS CENTER
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'The Wiz' returns to Paul Robeson
DEXTER MULLINS
Online Editor

The Theatre Department
will host auditions for the hit

play, "The Wiz," which will
hit the Paul Robeson Theatre
on Apr. 16.
The Wiz has not been at
A&T in almost 20 years, and
it will be a welcome return to

THE UIIZ
THE SUPER
SOUL MUSICAL

the department.

Donna Baldwin-Brabdy,
the Director of Publicity and
Marketing, is opening the
auditions up to the entire
campus community, which is
something that usually only
happens for "Black Nativ-

He Will Hit
You Again!

ity."

Oprah Winfrey is the lat:
est celebrity weighing in on
Rihanna and Chris Brown's domestic drama. And she's taking
action, too.
Winfrey strongly advised all
women who are being abused
during a live, roundtable discussion Friday on her talk
show. "...Love doesn't hurt.
I've been saying this to women
for years: 'If a man hits you
once, he will hit you again.'"
Moved by the allegations of
abuse, and the fact that Rihanna is still dating Brown, Winfrey says she plans to dedicate
an upcoming episode of her
show to the topic of domestic
violence.
"It makes me so sad that I
said to the producers I want to
do a show about it this week
dedicated to all the Rihanna's
of the world."
Winfrey cited a statistic
that one out of four women in
the country are battered.

- L.L

"In opening up the auditions, it is making our theatre majors have to step up
their game," Baldwin-Bradby
said,

"In the marketing aspect,
the larger the cast, the better
the production.
"Artistically, there is a
need for alarger cast in a production of this caliber."
Auditions will be held in

Paul Robeson today and tomorrow from 6 p.m. to 10
p.m. People will sign in a fill
out an audition form, and will
be given a number.
PHOTO SUBMITTED BY THE THEATRE DEPARTMENT
Auditionees should be
Returns to the campus of North Carolina A&Tafter 19years of being absentfrom the stage.The auditions forthe musical will be open tothe entire
THEWIZ
prepared to sing, dance and
campus community.
read from the script.
The department is lookWith the demands of a musical of this we just had all the right people in place,"
ing to cast anywhere between 20 and 30
the Theatre would like to cast more Baldwin-Bradby said.
quality,
people, with 11 primary characters.
"Everyone loves 'The Wiz,' and we
It has not been decided at this present people, but due to a lack of financial sup30,
are
limited
to
which
need
the revenue."
port,
they
will
time whether the singing auditions will be
make
the
auditions
even
more
critical.
Freshman
theatre major JamiaTucker is
or
open
not, but the dancing and reading
"When I directed the wiz in 1990, nervous but excited.
will be open to the public.
However, Baldwin-Bradby says that it we spent almost $10,000," Theatre Arts a "I love musicalsa and I would love to be
Program Director Frahkie Day said.
part, but there is lot ofpressure since it
is very likely it will be.
way the economy is now and is open to the public and there is a buzz on
"With
the
"Casting musicals are easier than castthe recession, we are looking at almost campus and in the department to get cast,"
ing straight plays," Baldwin-Bradby said.
Tucker said.
"I don't care how good you can act, it's $20,000-$25,000."
return
years,
After
almost
20
the
of'The
"We (the theatre majors) are very comnot actical, it's not a dancical, it's a musiWiz' is more important for the theatre now petitive. I'll be exeited to be in the play in
cal.
whatever role I get cast."
"Opening the singing will allow people than fever.
"Thousands of people kept asking us
The show will be cast by Friday, and reto see the differenttalents and vocal ranges
'when are you going to do the Wiz?' and hearsals will begin on Monday.
ofthe other auditionees."

AROUND GREENSBORO:

Rihanna will testify if called

SHANICE JARMON
Contributor

As I walked into Wild-NCrazy Vintage, I am greeted by
a big smileby storeowner Susan
Watson.
"Am I in Greensboro?"

The A&T Register's
guide to what's going
on this week in arts
and entertainment.

RACE TO WITCH
MOUNTAIN stars Dwayne
Johnson and will be in
theaters on Friday. A taxi
driver picks up runaway teens
who possess supernatural
powers. They are trying to
escape people who have placed
them on their hitlist. This film
has alot of intense action that
will keep the viewer on the
edge of their seats.
-V.R.

THE LAST KISS is the 3rd
album released by rapper
Jadakiss. Fans have been
awaiting his return after a
brief hiatus. Surrounded by
much hype, this album is sure
to display his lyrical skillsand
features Jay-Z, Lil' Wayne,
Young Jeezy, and Ghostface
Killah, among others.The first
single is "By My Side", with
Ne-yo.
-v.R.

I

asked myself.
Yes, this vintage store isright
around the corner from A&T
and few blocks up from UNCG,
and, as Susan explained, many
still don'tknow about it.

The store opened September
oflast yearand sits onthe corner
of Lee and Tate Street right
beside Emzel Food Market.
"I chose this location because
it was close to the colleges and
Tate Street without paying
Tate Street rent prices," Said

"The prices ofthe jewelry
were surprising, a lot of
Watson.
vintage shops put most of
This vintage store is for those their more pricier tags on
who love to dumpster dive and their jewelry," said Junior
thrift store shop. While many Fashion
Merchandising
vintage stores up their prices major Antonia Elam.
due to the recent economic
"I can spend a lot and get
trends, Wild-N-Crazy Vintage a lot, I like that."
keeps it affordable.
Expect seeing new items
Watson says, "I keep it cheap in this store upon yourarrival.
as I can to try to avoid having The vintage store gets new
sales, I understand college items daily and keeps their
students and I know they don't selection open. Store hours
have a lot ofmoney."
include, Monday-Friday 11
Male and female clothing, to 7 and Saturday 12 to 7. The
furniture and accessories line the store is closed on Tuesdays.
store. She has everything from
Watson says the best time
Male Member's Only jackets to come in is on Sunday. She
which she says fly off the rack explains that this is the time
the fastest, to 50's polka-dot when you can relax and have
dresses and fur hats.
a goofy day. She wants for her
My favorite items of the and her customers to have a
store were the numerous personal relationship without
necklaces, gloves, glasses, hats having the stress or pressures
and earrings she has. I was in ofbuying something.
accessory heaven.

ANTHONY MCCARTNEY
Associated Press

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Rihanna's

attorney says the singer would
testify against Chris Brown
if called as a witness in her

boyfriend's assault case.
Donald Etra, who is
representing the 21-year-old
Barbados native, said Friday
that Rihanna would be required
by law to testify if prosecutors
subpoena her.
Etra appeared in court
Thursday when Brown made
his first appearance on charges
of assaulting and making
criminal threats to his superstar
girlfriend. Brown's arraignment
was postponed untilApril 6.
Etra said Rihanna did not
want a "no contact" order
issued against Brown, but that
she will report any violations of

an orderprohibiting the 19-year-

wants the case over with quickly.
old singer from threatening, "She wantsto get along with her
harassing or harming his life and career," he said.
Brown was arrested Feb. 8
girlfriend. A court order grants
her the authority to record any stemming from an altercation
violations ofthe order.
that police say he had with
The order is not uncommon in Rihanna in a car in an upscale
cases where a victim says he or Los Angeles neighborhood. 7
A search warrant affidavit
she doesn't want to completely
cut off communication with filed by a Los Angeles police
a person, said Steve Cron, a detective described a brutal
Santa Monica criminal defense fight in which Brown allegedly
attorney who has represented punched, bit and choked
celebrities such as Paula Rihanna until she nearly lost
Poundstone and Scott Weiland.
consciousness.
He issued a statement a
"There are limits to when
you can record phone calls and week after the incident, saying
conversations," Cron said. "She he was "sorry and saddened"
can record those conversations by what had happened. He
if it's for the purpose of politely answered a court
showing there's a violation of commissioner's
questions
the restraining order."
during his brief appearance
Etra said Rihanna, whose real Thursday, but did not speak to
name is Robyn Rihanna Fenty, reporters afterward.

1. When do you have too many friends on Facebook? 2. Do you have to write "Happy Birthday" on someone's wall every single
day? 3. Does that qualify you for # 1? 4. Even if they don't know you, do they write "Thank you" on your wall? 5. Is it wrong that
I didn't help out a bum because he had on a Duke Jersey? 6. How did he even know Carolina was going to be on TV? 7. Shouldn't
bums be up on their current events? 8. Would you have helped him out if he were wearing a Carolina Jersey? 9. Shouldn't we
make a rule that you can only get into fights during the work week? 10. Wouldn't you rather get beat down at UPS rather than
Jabs? II. Would they be forced to shut down your job like they do in the club? 12. Wouldn't it be a better fight because you would
both be sober? 13. Are gay people using the phrase "no homo" properly? 14. Or do they say regular stuff and follow it with "no
hetero"? 15. How will we know if we don't ask? 16. Is it impolite to pick on fat babies? 17. Do you just laugh and feel bad about
it later? 18. Do you think Sasha and Malia know how to do the "Stanky leg"? 19. Would you be embarrassed if you saw them
practicing that "Roy" in the background of a President Obama press conference? 20. Aren't those dances fun though?

CHARLOTTE'S WEB, based
on the E.B. White story of
friendship between a pig
named Wilbur and a spider
named Charlotte, will be
performed today at the
Greensboro Coliseum
Complex. Joseph Robinette
and Jeffery Lunden devised
a play that will capture the
youth in every viewer.
-V.R

PRESIDENTIAL DEBATE
will be held in the new Education building on Monday
at 9pm. Hosted by the A&T
Register, candidates will be
able to discuss and debate
on crucial student issues and
viewers will be able to gain a
better knowledge of who they
wan to vote for on March
25th

